Words Their Way Classroom

Building a Literacy Foundation One Sort at a Time
Savvas Realize® is the online learning management system for Words Their Way® Classroom and Palabras a su paso salón de clases. This full suite of personalized teaching and learning tools is just a click away.
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Getting Started

Sign up for Anytime, Anywhere Digital Access

- Go to Savvas.com/htwtrial, and complete the form.
- Check your email to retrieve your username and password.
- Go to SavvasRealize.com, click Sign In, and enter your credentials.
Welcome to Words Their Way® Classroom and Palabras a su paso salón de clases online. From this screen you can easily access your program, classes, or data.

2 Getting Started guide for learning about the program and resources.

3 Access all 5 stages with 1 account.

4 Access Assessments like the Qualitative Spelling Inventory and more under Featured Resources.

5 Access Big Book of Rhymes for the Emergent-Early Letter Name, Letter Name and Within Word Pattern stages

Select Any Stage to Continue.
1. Sorts are grouped by 10s to easily navigate.

2. Access **Printable PDFs**

Select Any Stage Range to Continue.
INTRODUCE AND MODEL

1. The **Big Book of Rhymes** contains a poem for each sort in the Emergent-Early Letter Name, Letter Name, and Within Word Pattern developmental stages.

2. **Interactive Sorts** can be used to demonstrate the sort feature, and allow students to practice the sort.

PRACTICE, EXTEND, AND REFLECT

3. The **Writing Sort** allows students to practice letter and word features through writing.

4. Each sort in Emergent-Early Letter Name, Letter Name, and Within Word Pattern is aligned to a corresponding little book from the *Words Their Way–Classroom Library*.

5. Blank templates for **Word Games** allow teachers and students to create their own sorts and games.

APPLY AND ASSESS

6. **Spell Checks** are provided to help assess students and fine-tune placement.
TEACHER RESOURCES

7  Printable PDFs

8  Instructional Categories: View available resources by content type and choose an instructional category that aligns with your lesson.

9  Find what you want. Dynamic search allows you to find and filter specific content.

10 Our team has selected the most important resources to appear under Featured Resources.
Click on Assign for a given activity or content.

Fill in date and instructions, then enter a class, group, or student name.

Click on Assign.

Click on the Classes tab to add students, edit information, and form or manage groups quickly and easily.
ASSESSMENT FOR RESPONSIVE TEACHING

1. To place students in a word study notebook and develop word study groups, administer the Qualitative Spelling Inventory (QSI). Access Qualitative Spelling Inventory (QSI) under Featured Resources.

2. Click Assessment to access Spell Checks. Spell Checks can be used:
   - as a spelling pretest.
   - to assess students’ prior knowledge before new instruction begins.
   - as a posttest immediately following instruction, or administered several weeks after instruction to determine what students have retained over time.
POWERFUL DATA

Realize provides class and student data, including mastery, overall progress, and time on task. Teachers can also view data by student.
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